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Collaborating1 using a common language can be challenging for non-native speakers (NNS). These challenges 
can be reduced when native speakers (NS) adjust their speech behavior for NNS, for example by speaking 
more slowly. In this study, we examined whether the use of real-time speech rate feedback (a speech 
speedometer) would help NS monitor their speaking speed and adjust for NNS accordingly. We conducted a 
laboratory experiment with 20 triads of 2 NS and 1 NNS. NS in half of the groups were given the speech 
speedometer. We found that NS with the speech speedometer were significantly more motivated to slow 
down their speech but they did not actually speak more slowly, although they made other speech 
adjustments. Furthermore, NNS perceived the speech of NS with the speedometer less clear, and they felt less 
accommodated. The results highlight the need for tools that create scaffolding to help NS make speech 
accommodations. We conclude with some design ideas for these scaffolding tools. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Global teams often use a common language such as English to communicate, and this can create 
burdens for nonnative speakers (NNS) of the common language because using a foreign language 
can decrease their ability to think and process information [61]. NNS whose professional 
knowledge and skills are valuable to the collaboration may not be able to contribute as much as 
they could in their native language [37][69] due to difficulties in following, understanding and 
participating in the often fast-paced team conversations in the common language. Especially when 
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native speakers (NS) are predominant in number, they tend to carry the conversation forward 
among themselves at a speed faster than they would speak with a NNS one on one [6][20], 
particularly when the discussion is heated [45][69].  

Research shows that NS are motivated to accommodate by making their speech clearer for 
NNS, for example by reducing their speech rate [2][18][32][52]. However, vocal characteristics 
like speech rate are often outside of speakers’ conscious control, especially when they are excited 
or trying to be persuasive [1][49]. In addition, even when NS consciously attempt to 
accommodate, their speech modifications may not be appropriate or effective [60] because NS 
don’t know what level of accommodation is needed, or are not aware of how quickly they are 
speaking in comparison to what is needed.  

While significant previous work has explored tools to aid NNS in multiparty conversations 
[18][19][32][52][65], less work has aimed to facilitate NS’s efforts to accommodate for NNS team 
members (e.g., by helping NS understand the best ways to accommodate). In this paper, we focus 
on supporting NS’s efforts to accommodate NNS in multiparty communication. We propose a tool, 
the Speech Speedometer, that provides real-time evaluative feedback on NS speech behavior. The 
tool aims to facilitate one type of accommodation, slowing down speech, by showing NS their 
real-time speech rate using a bar speedometer that indicates slow speech in green and fast speech 
in red.  

Using a laboratory study, we examined the effects of incorporating our Speech Speedometer in 
a videoconferencing interface on speech rate and subjective ratings of conversation experience. 
Twenty triads of 2 NS and 1 NNS performed three collaborative decision-making tasks, 
counterbalanced across three trials. NS participants in half of the triads were given our Speech 
Speedometer in the second trial; those in the control group were not. We found that NS with the 
speech speedometer were significantly more motivated to slow down their speech. However, they 
did not actually speak more slowly, although they made other speech adjustments such as using 
significantly shorter utterances. This was true both during the trial when the tool was present and 
in the subsequent trial when it was removed. We discuss how this speech adjustment affected 
NNS subjective evaluations of their communication experience. We also discuss the implications 
of our findings for the design of tools to support multilingual conversation. 

2 RELATED WORK  

In this section, we first review previous work on the challenges faced by both NNS and NS in 
multiparty communication. Then, we describe previous systems that were designed to elicit 
change in speech behavior through real-time feedback. Finally, we review findings in cross-lingual 
and accommodation research that formed the bases of the mechanisms and parameters of our tool 
to help NS monitor and adjust their speech rate in conversation with NNS. 

2.1 Challenges in Multiparty Communication between NS and NNS  

Although using a common language enables people who don't speak the same native language to 
communicate and collaborate across national and cultural boundaries, studies have shown that 
issues of language proficiency disadvantage NNS in group communication involving both NS and 
NNS, and decrease group communication efficiency [47][69][71]. Using a foreign language 
increases NNS’s cognitive load because they need to spend extra effort interpreting and 
formulating messages [61]. As a result, NNS often miss their chance to express their thoughts in 
the stream of speech [56]. In fact, Yamashita and colleagues [69] found that the majority of 
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Japanese scholars who serve as international committee members in their field reported that they 
cannot even contribute half of what they want to express in English in global meetings. 

The burden of using a nonnative language not only affects NNS, it creates problems for the 
entire team. NS team members are often unaware of the language difficulties faced by NNS and 
how profoundly they can affect NNS contributions to a conversation, leading to erroneous 
conclusions about NNS attitudes, beliefs, and personality [32]. This lack of awareness is 
exacerbated when NS outnumber NNS in a group conversation, because the fluid conversation 
among NS can create the illusion that conversation flows well among all members [32][46][69]. 
Further, for reasons such as maintaining face, NNS are reluctant to interrupt NS for clarification or 
signal them to slow down [56] and they sometimes even send confusing signals that lead NS to 
think they understand when they do not [68]. Relying on NNS reactions could thus lead NS to 
think their NNS partners need no accommodation.  

Significant previous work has focused on exploring tools to aid NNS in multiparty 
collaborations. The most widely adopted approach is to provide NNS with automated transcripts, 
which improves comprehension in audio and video meetings [53], and helps NNS catch up on 
missed conversation [31]. These approaches have both benefits and costs for NNS, because 
reading automated transcripts while following the ongoing conversation can create greater 
cognitive load. To allow NNS more time to process the fast paced conversation with NS, 
Yamashita et al. [69] created artificial silence gaps in real-time conversation, which resulted in 
better understanding and higher participation for NNS but also had detrimental effect such as 
creating speech overlaps. Surprisingly few studies have looked at and made use of NS’ willingness 
to accommodate for NNS in multilingual communication. This is unfortunate because NS may 
have much more cognitive resources available to allocate to additional tasks while communicating 
in their native language.  

Only a handful of studies have considered the role of NS in designing tools to support NNS. 
Duan and colleagues [13] employed an intelligent agent that asked clarification questions so that 
NS were aware of potential confusions that NNS may be too shy to acknowledge. Gao et al. [19] 
provided NS with a shared display of how their NNS teammates were using real-time transcripts 
and a bilingual dictionary and found that this increased NS’s awareness of the specific difficulties 
NNS were experiencing. Still, these tools engaged NS only at the awareness level. To our 
knowledge, one of the few approaches that engaged NS actual effort was that of Pan et al. [52], 
who found that NS were motivated to highlight keywords in automated transcripts for NNS, 
thereby balancing the workload for NS and NNS. So far, there is lack of research on how to 
stimulate and utilize NS initiative and motivation to help NNS in multiparty conversation by 
making speech accommodations, let alone a tool to facilitate this process. Even when NS are 
aware that NNS need them to adapt their speech behavior, they often do not know the best way to 
do so [60]. For instance, how slowly should they speak in order for NNS to understand? Does this 
differ by topic or specific conversational partner? In addition, NS are often unaware of their own 
speech behavior, for instance whether they are speaking at a fast, average or slower rate than 
usual, as speech rate is sometimes out of a person’s conscious control especially when he or she is 
stressed, nervous, excited or trying to be persuasive [1][45][49].  
 

2.2 The Use of Real-Time Feedback 

Moment-by-moment feedback can help people dynamically adjust their behavior as needed  [39].  
In the context of multilingual conversation, real-time feedback might both make NS more aware 
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of their vocal behaviors and give them immediate confirmation as to whether attempts to modify 
these behaviors are successful [16]. Previous work has explored ways to provide real-time 
feedback on speech behavior for achieving ideal (desirable) performance both at individual and at 
group level. For instance, Tanveer et al. [62] developed a wearable tool that helps speakers 
moderate their speech rate and vary their volume to improve public speaking performance. 
Through iterative brainstorming, crowdsourcing and testing, their final design succeeded in 
providing feedback on two speech dimensions (speech rate and volume) during live speech 
without increasing cognitive load for the user. Hoque et al. [36] designed a system that provides 
real-time feedback on speech, prosody and nonverbal behaviors through a virtual agent and 
visualization of the user’s performance on job interview practice. DiMicco et al. [12] found that a 
shared visual display of individual participation rate influenced the amount of time speaking for 
over and under-participating group members. Leshed et al.’s [44] GroupMeter, a system that 
provided real-time visualizations of word count and agreement words, led to greater reflection on 
language use and more consistency within teams. To our knowledge, only Ye et al. [70] has 
proposed a system that was designed with the purpose of raising native speakers’ awareness of 
their speech speed, but they did not test this system with users. 

2.3 Real-Time Speech Rate Feedback Using the Speech Speedometer 

Based on this previous work, we supposed that increasing NS’s awareness of their speech 
behavior and providing real-time evaluative feedback on that behavior were key to motivating and 
helping NS make speech adjustments. We developed an interface that provides NS with both an 
awareness of a recommended adjustment strategy and an evaluation of the speaker’s own speech 
behavior in comparison to the target behavior. Specifically, our tool displays the real-time speech 
rate of the speaker against a recommended speech rate (see Figure 1 and 3.4.2 for details).  

Our tool focused on speech rate among other speech dimensions because prior work suggests 
that a lower speech rate increases NNS comprehension (e.g., [11][57]). For instance, studies such 
as [5][27][41][58] found that listeners regardless of language background found slow speech to be 
higher in clarity than fast speech. Griffiths [26] found that moderately fast speech rates over 150 
wpm reduced NNS comprehension significantly but comprehension scores did not differ 
significantly for passages delivered at a slow speech rate (100 wpm) vs. speech rates between 100 
and 150 wpm. Other researchers (e.g., [39]) report that speech at 124 wpm improves intermediate 
level speakers’ abilities significantly. Despite the lack of agreement on a specific threshold rate for 
improving NNS comprehension, prior work consistently shows that slowing down speech will be 
beneficial for NNS. In addition, the speech accommodation literature suggests that listeners prefer 
speech rates that are similar to their own speaking rate [7]. We therefore empirically determined a 
speech rate parameter at 140 wpm for our evaluative Speech Speedometer based on a pilot study. 
In the pilot study, we calculated the average speech rate of 3 Japanese who spoke English as 
second language doing the same task as in the main study.  

We hypothesized that the real-time evaluative speech rate feedback (Speech Speedometer) 
would be effective in two ways: 

H1: NS with the Speech Speedometer will feel more motivated to slow their speech rate for 
NNS than NS without Speech Speedometer. 

H2: NS with the Speech Speedometer interface will speak more slowly than NS without 
interface. 

Previous studies [5][11][25] have also found that NS adjustment of speech rate is a function of 
articulation rate, number and length of pauses. In doing a narration task to NNS [11], NS were 
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found to increase their total amount of pause time. In our study, we handled pauses of different 
lengths in defining our speech rate measures such that pauses shorter than 1.2s are reflected in the 
speech rate (e.g. speech rate will decrease as speakers add more pauses shorter than 1.2s), and that 
pauses longer than 1.2s will result in shorter utterance length (see 3.4.1 for details). We are 
interested in exploring: 

RQ1: How will the Speech Speedometer interface affect NS pausing behavior? Will they add 
more short pauses (pauses shorter than 1.2s, which will be reflected in the testing of H2)? Or will 
they add more long pauses (pauses of or longer than 1.2s), which will result in shorter utterances? 

We intended for our design of the Speech Speedometer to reduce NSs’ cognitive load by 
providing feedback on only one information dimension (as compared to two dimensions in 
Tanveer et al.[62]’s design). However, in Tanveer et al.’s study, users performed a one-way 
speaking task. It is thus unclear whether and how the interface will affect NS users’ cognitive load 
during an interactive conversation. We therefore ask: 

RQ2: Will the Speech Speedometer affect NSs’ workload and communication effort? 
In addition to the effects on NS’s speech, we anticipate potential effects of the Speech 

Speedometer on NNS, too. It is worth noting that previous studies investigating effects of speech 
rate on NNS comprehension conducted their studies using one-way listening tasks 
[4][7][11][26][39]. We based our design of the interface and hypotheses upon these findings, since 
communication through videoconferencing requires listening to begin with. Along the lines of 
research on speech rate and perceived clarity of speech (e.g., [5][41]), we hypothesize that: 

H3a: NS speech rate will be negatively associated with NNS perceived clarity of NS speech.  
H3b: NNS perceived clarity of NS speech will be higher in the Speech Speedometer condition 

than in the control condition. 
We extend the concept of listening comprehension in one-way listening tasks to NNS 

understanding of multiparty discussion. We hypothesize that: 
H4a: NS speech rate will be negatively associated with NNS understanding of multiparty 

discussion.  
H4b: NNS will have better understanding of the multiparty discussion in the Speech 

Speedometer condition than in the control condition. 
Unlike reading or lecture speech, conversational speech ranks the fastest among different types 

of daily speech [63], which could make NNS all the more cognitively laden. Slowing down can 
provide NNS more time to process what is being said, which in turn may reduce their cognitive 
workload and comprehension effort [69]. In a conversational setting, we broaden the notion of 
comprehension effort to “communication effort”, which includes the effort to follow, understand 
and contribute to an ongoing conversation. We then hypothesize: 

H5a: NS speech rate will be positively associated with NNS workload and communication 
effort. 

H5b: NNS will report lower workload and communication effort in the Speech Speedometer 
condition than in the control condition. 

Finally, research studying the perception of speech accommodation ([7][21][23][59] ) have 
found that receivers (listeners) recognizing speakers’ speech rate convergence perceive the 
speaker and his/her adjustment more favorably than those recognizing divergence. Needless to 
say, NS speech rates are generally much faster than that of NNS, creating huge divergence. We 
therefore hypothesize: 

H6a: NS speech rate will be negatively associated with NNS perceived NS accommodation. 
H6b: NNS will feel more accommodated by NS in the Speech Speedometer condition than in 

the control condition.  
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3 METHODS 

3.1 Experiment Design  

We tested our hypotheses in a laboratory experiment using a 2 (condition: with or without the 
Speech Speedometer) by 3 (trial) design. Twenty triads consisting of 2 NS and 1 NNS participated 
in a series of legislative dilemma tasks using a three-way video conferencing tool. Participants 
were randomly assigned to either the treatment group, where NS speakers were given Speech 
Speedometer in the second trial, or the control group, where NS were given an equivalent 
stimulus (using pre-recorded dummy data from the treatment group to ensure the same level of 
distraction) in the second trial and told that the display reflected network traffic exchange. The 
tasks and experiment conditions were fully counterbalanced to avoid ordering effects.  

3.2 Participants  

A total of 60 participants were recruited through a third-party personnel company. Among them 
40 (12 female) were native English speakers who grew up and received their education in an 
English-speaking country (e.g. USA, UK, Australia, etc.). They had lived in Japan for 0.5 to 29 years 
(M=13.58, SD=8.24) and reported having very frequent communication with nonnative speakers of 
English in their daily life (M=6.20, SD=1.44 on a scale from 1=never to 7=very often). The mean 
age for NS was 45.37 (SD=11.73). 

The remaining 20 participants (15 female) were native speakers of Japanese who spoke English 
as a second language. All had lived in an English-speaking country for less than two years and 
rarely communicated with native English speakers in their daily life (M=2.45, SD=1.23 on a scale 
from 1=never to 7=very often). We required that their TOEIC score fall between 700-800, which is 
considered intermediate to advanced level English ability. Their mean age was 35.65 (SD=15.06).  

3.3 Materials  

3.3.1 Task. Our primary criterion for choosing the task was that it would get NS to talk at their 
natural speed and fully engage in the task, which simulates many multiparty multilingual 
collaborations [14]. Tasks that involved activities other than talking such as describing tangrams, 
map navigating, etc. would not do, since multitasking slows down speech rate [64]. Our second 
criterion was that the task must allow all participants to discuss freely with no assigned roles or 
prescribed order of speaking.  

Based on these criteria, we chose a Legislative Dilemma Task [50] and adapted it into three sets 
of tasks on three different issues for discussion. Participants were told to imagine that they were 
UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) representatives who 
had $1.8 billion funding to allocate among five competing projects. The funding constraints only 
allow for supporting two projects, with one of them (their first choice) fully funded at $1 billion 
and the other (their second choice) 80% funded at $0.8 billion. For each trial, participants chose 
from five candidate projects on a different issue – culture, health and education. They were asked 
to first choose two projects on their own, then communicate their individual decision with the 
group to convince them that their proposal was the best, and finally come to an agreement as a 
group.  

Projects were adapted from the UNESCO website after pilot testing. In order to foster 
discussion, each set of projects included one project likely to cause disagreement between NS and 
Japanese NNS ([48][50]). None of the projects were located in Japan or countries where NS 
participants were likely to come from in order to reduce potential bias. Sample project candidates 
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include: strengthening minority language publishing in East Africa (culture), helping youth cope 
with mental health issues arising from traumatic experience of war and humanitarian emergencies 
(health), and supporting the development of female technical talents in Latin America (education).  

3.3.2  Survey. Participants completed four surveys during the study: a pre-experiment survey, in 
which we collected demographic information, frequency of communicating with NS/NNS, etc. 
before the first trial; a post-task survey that included questions about participants’ workload, 
communication effort, etc. after each trial. All survey data was collected using an online survey 
tool. Survey questions were shown in English with Japanese translation.  

3.3.3  Interview. We developed an open-ended interview protocol for participants which asked 
them to reflect on their communication experience. For NS, we asked additional questions 
regarding their speech adjustment and reaction to the Speech Speedometer.  

3.4 Software and Equipment  

3.4.1 Speech recognition tool and speech rate calculation. We used an ASR (automatic speech 
recognition) tool developed by NTT for calculating speech rate. An “utterance” is defined by the 
tool as a speech segment separated by an acoustic silence. The ASR technology detects audio input 
for the start and end of an utterance. The end of the utterance is detected when the speech signal 
drops below a certain frequency threshold (acoustic silence) for a specified duration. Many end-of-
utterance detectors in speech technology use an acoustic silence threshold of 500ms by default so 
that speech recognition is updated frequently [33]. However, in order to provide meaningful 
feedback to NS, we adapted the silence threshold to 1.2s to ensure the system captured entire 
speech turns. Note that there was a tradeoff between providing meaningful feedback and real-time 
feedback.  

We monitored each speaker’s speech separately and calculated the speech rate for each 
utterance as: the number of transcribed words divided by the time duration the utterance was 
delivered. Although syllables per minute is more accurate in calculating speech rate, most ASR 
technology does not support syllable level transcription. The adjustment of the silence threshold 
from 0.5s to 1.2s serves another function to account for pauses. This adjustment allows the 
calculation of the speech rate of each utterance to account for pauses shorter than 1.2s. The speech 
rate will decrease as the number of pauses shorter than 1.2s increases. However, pauses longer 
than 1.2s will not be reflected in the speech rate, but rather result in splitting the speech stream 
into two separate utterances. We also excluded utterances that were less than 3 words, because 
those were likely noise transcribed into texts, or backchannel messages such as “um hmm” or “I 
see”, the delivery of which is often very fast but does not affect NNS comprehension.  

3.4.2 Videoconferencing Interface with Speech Speedometer. Drawing on Tanveer et al. [62], we 
designed our real-time Speech Speedometer interface as a bar speedometer centered on each NS’s 
screen, with green bars suggesting that he or she was successfully maintaining a slow speech rate 
and red bars indicating that he or she was going too fast and needed to slow down (see Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Videoconferencing interface with real-time evaluative Speech Speedometer. NS see their own 
speech rate shown on the bar in the center of their screen. It updates every time they make a pause longer 
than 1.2s. The height of the bar suggests the speed of the utterance prior to the pause. The actual speech 

rate is shown next to the top of the bar. The color provides evaluative feedback on whether the speech rate 
is too fast or acceptable. When the speech rate exceeds 140 wpm, the bars above the threshold become red. 

When the NS is not speaking, the bar stays at the speech rate of their last utterance and does not reset. 
3.4.3  Equipment setup. We video- and audio-recorded each participant’s screen activities, 

including their verbal and nonverbal behaviors over the video-mediated conversations. Three 3D 
cameras were located behind each participant to video and audio record the entire session 
including interviews. 

3.5 Procedure  

Each session lasted about 2.5 hours, during which participants were given instructions, completed 
a preliminary survey, did 3 collaborative decision-making tasks over a three-way 
videoconferencing platform, completed a post-task survey following each task, and participated in 
a face-to-face semi-structured interview. The Speech Speedometer interface and its equivalent 
control display was present only in Trial 2 (see Figure 2). 

Participants arrived in triads (2 NS and 1 NNS) and were led to separate soundproof rooms. 
General introductions and instruction were given in English over audio by the first author. NNS 
were assisted by a native Japanese-speaking experimenter who gave clarifications in Japanese.  

After signing the informed consent, participants completed a demographic survey. They then 
started to work on making their individual choices for the first task. Once all of them made their 
individual choices, they started the free discussion. The experimenter interrupted the conversation 
after 15 minutes, at which point participants moved on to the post-task survey.  
The first trial was used for participants to get familiar with each other and the task. The Speech 
Speedometer or the equivalent control display was introduced in the second trial. NS in both 
conditions were told that speaking slowly could help nonnative speakers follow and understand 
better. NS in the Speech Speedometer condition were also told that they would see a speech 
speedometer in the center of their screen that showed whether they were talking too fast.   
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Figure 2: Study procedure. After general instruction, participants started with a preliminary survey. Then 
they worked on the task individually followed by a 15-minute discussion to come to a group decision. 

After the discussion, they completed a post-task survey. This task-discussion-survey repeated for 3 trials. 
In the 2nd trial, NS were given the Speech Speedometer interface or the equivalent control display. Upon 

completion of the last survey, participants were interviewed individually. 
If their speech rate exceeded 140 words per minute, which is a recommended rate for talking to 

NNS, the speedometer bar would turn red. If it’s no faster than the threshold, the bar would stay 
green. NS were told that they could choose whether or not to adjust their speech rate. The Speech 
Speedometer or control interface was removed for the third trial so we could assess carryover 
effects. NNS were unaware of the feature throughout the experiment and NS did not know if 
others in their group had the display or not. 

After completion of all three discussions and post-task surveys, we conducted semi-structured 
interviews in participants’ native language asking about their experience. 

3.6 Measures  

We collected both objective data about speech rate and message length and subjective survey 
measures after each trial.  

3.6.1 NS motivation to slow for NNS. Starting from the end of Trial 2, NS responded to the 
statement “I felt motivated to speak slowly when talking to the nonnative speaker” on a 7-point 
Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree). We did not present this measure in Trial 1, to 
prevent NS from being primed to slow down in the subsequent trial where we implemented the 
Speech Speedometer or its equivalent display. 

3.6.2 NS speech rate. The speech rate for each NS for each session was calculated as the total 
number of words spoken over the total duration of time speaking. Note that speech recognition 
and speech-rate calculation systems were activated for every discussion even when the 
speedometer was not shown to the participants. 

3.6.3 NS utterance length. Utterance length was calculated by averaging the number of words 
per utterance a NS spoke in each trial. 

3.6.4 Workload. After each trial, participants completed the NASA-TLX [28], a widely used tool 
to measure subjective task workload, using a 7-point Likert scale (1=extremely low, 7=extremely 
high). We dropped the “physical” dimension out of the 6 dimensions (mental, physical and 
temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration) since our task didn't involve physical 
activity. The questions formed a reliable scale (Cronbach’s alpha = .78) and were averaged to form 
a workload measure. 

3.6.5 Communication effort. We constructed a three-item scale to measure communication 
effort. Participants rated the amount of effort required to “follow the conversation” “fully engage 
in the conversation” and “contribute to the conversation” on 7-point (1=extremely low, 
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7=extremely high) Likert scales. They formed a reliable scale (Cronbach’s alpha = .97) and were 
averaged to create our measure of communication effort.  

3.6.6 NNS perceived clarity of NS speech. This was measured using one item. “Person A/B spoke 
clearly enough for me to understand” and NNS rated on a 7-point (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly 
agree) Likert scale. There were two outliers in the distribution, which were truncated to the mean 
-2.5SD, following recommended data transformation procedures (e.g., [9]). 

3.6.7 NNS understanding of multiparty discussion. We asked participants to rate on 7-point 
(1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree) Likert scales for the following 3 statements: “I could follow 
my partners’ ideas easily”, “I had difficulty understanding my partners’ opinions”(reversely 
coded), “I could understand each partner’s thoughts well”. They formed a reliable scale 
(Cronbach’s alpha = .87) and were averaged to create our measure of NNS understanding of 
multiparty discussion. 

3.6.8 NNS perceived NS accommodation. We measured NNS’s perception of each NS’s 
accommodation using a 4-item scale adapted from Gasiorek [20]. NNS responded on a 7-point 
Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree) about whether they felt each NS “adjusted 
his/her ways to communicate for me”, “adjusted his/her communication appropriately”, “was 
intending to be helpful” and “was having good intention”. We truncated two low outliers to the 
mean -2.5SD. The questions formed a reliable scale (Cronbach’s alpha = .89) and were averaged to 
form our measure of perceived accommodation. 

3.6.9 Manipulation check of NS awareness of the Speech Speedometer. NS awareness of the Speech 
Speedometer was assessed by a multiple choice question asking them to identify what was 
displayed on their screen during the second discussion (“I was aware of the real-time speech rate 
feedback” “I was aware of the network data traffic” “I wasn't aware of any of the above”).  

4 RESULTS 

To test our hypotheses and answer our research questions, we performed a series of 2 (condition: 
presence vs. absence of Speech Speedometer) by 2 (Trial 2 vs. Trial 3) Mixed Model ANOVAs. 
Participants were nested within groups as a random factor, and the presence of Speech 
Speedometer and trial were set as independent fixed variables.  Trial 1 served as a warmup before 
the introduction of the Speech Speedometer so it was not included in the analyses. 

4.1 Manipulation Check 

A manipulation check of NS awareness of whether they had received the Speech Speedometer vs. 
the control display showed that our manipulation was successful. All NS (100%) in the treatment 
condition correctly identified the display shown on their screen as “real-time speech rate 
feedback” and all in the control condition correctly identified the display as “network data traffic”.  

4.2 Effects of Speech Speedometer on NS Speech Rate and Pausing Behavior 

H1 hypothesized that NS would feel more motivated to slow down their speech with the Speech 
Speedometer than with the control display. To test this, we conducted a 2x2 Mixed Models 
ANOVA on NS motivation to slow for NNS. Consistent with H1, there was a significant main effect 
of Speech Speedometer (F [1, 38] = 3.86, p = .05), suggesting that NS felt more motivated to slow 
down their speech for NNS with the Speech Speedometer (M=5.05, SE=.38) than without (M=4.1, 
SE=.35). There was also a significant main effect of trial (F [1, 38] = 7.92, p < .01), indicating that 
NS felt more motivated to slow down in Trial 3 (M=4.83, SE=.35) where the Speech Speedometer 
and its equivalent control display were removed, than in Trial 2 (M=4.33, SE=.38) where the 
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displays were present. This was further qualified by a significant interaction effect (F [1, 38] = 7.92, 
p < .01) between condition and trial (see Figure 3). NS in the control condition felt significantly 
less motivated to slow down for NNS in Trial 2 (M=3.6, SE=.36) than in Trial 3 (M=4.6, SE=.33), 
whereas there was no effect of trial for NS with the Speedometer display (T2: M=5.05, SE=.39; T3: 
M=5.05, SE=.37) where they felt equally motivated in both trials.  
 

H2 hypothesized that NS provided with the Speech Speedometer would speak more slowly 
than NS without the feedback. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a 2 by 2 Mixed Models 
ANOVA on NS speech rate. There was no significant main effect of Speech Speedometer (F [1, 38] 
= .30, p = .59), no main effect of trial (F [1, 38] = .86, p = .36) and no interaction (F [1, 38] = 2.08, p = 
.16). Contrary to H2, NS did not speak significantly more slowly when given the speedometer.  

 
 

Figure 3: Mean NS Motivation to Slow for NNS on a 
scale of 1 to 7, by presence or absence of Speech 
Speedometer for Trial 2 and Trial 3 (error bars 

represent standard errors of the mean) 

Figure 4: Mean NS Speech Rate, by presence or 
absence of Speech Speedometer for Trial 2 and 

Trial 3 (error bars represent standard error of the 
mean). 

 
To explore RQ1, which asked about the effect of the Speech Speedometer on NS pausing 

behavior, we conducted a 2 by 2 Mixed Models ANOVA on NS utterance length. We found a 
significant main effect of Speech Speedometer (F [1, 38] = 7.68, p=.01), no main effect of trial (F [1, 
38] = 1.92, p=.17) and a trend toward a significant interaction between Speech Speedometer and 
trial (F [1, 38] = 3.01, p = .09). NS who were given the Speech Speedometer produced significantly 
shorter utterances (M=9.66, SE=.64; see Figure 5) than those who were not given the Speech 
Speedometer (M=12.14, SE=.75). NS with the Speech Speedometer produced significantly shorter 
utterances in Trial 2 (M=9.02, SE=.59) than in Trial 3 (M=10.31, SD=.69). Overall, the results 
suggested that NS with the Speech Speedometer produced shorter utterance, but their speech rate 
within the utterance was not significantly slower than the control group. 
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Figure 5: Mean NS Utterance Length (words per 
utterance) by presence or absence of Speech 

Speedometer for Trial 2 and Trial 3 (error bars 
represent standard errors of the mean). 

Figure 6: Mean NS Communication Effort on a scale 
of 1 to 7, by presence or absence of Speech 

Speedometer for Trial 2 and Trial 3 (error bars 
represent standard errors of the mean). 

 
RQ2 asked if the Speech Speedometer interface would affect NS workload or communication 

effort. To explore this, we conducted 2x2 Mixed Models ANOVAs on NS workload and 
communication effort. No significant main effect of Speech Speedometer or trial was found for 
workload, suggesting that the Speech Speedometer interface did not pose greater workload on NS. 
There was however a significant main effect of trial (F [1, 38] = 6.98, p = .01) on NS communication 
effort. NS reported exerting more communication effort (to follow, engage in and contribute to the 
conversation) in Trial 2 (M=2.23, SE=.26), when the Speech Speedometer was displayed, than in 
Trial 3 (M=1.96, SE=.23). This main effect was further qualified by a significant interaction effect 
between condition and trial (F [1, 38] = 4.00, p = .05; see Figure 6), suggesting this significant 
difference only occurred for NS in the Speech Speedometer condition.  
 

4.3  Effects of Speech Speedometer on NNS Perception of NS Speech and Other 
Subjective Ratings  

4.3.1 NNS perceived NS speech clarity. H3a hypothesized that NS speech rate would be negatively 
associated with NNS perceptions of the clarity of NS speech. A Pearson’s Correlation analysis 
showed no significant correlation between NS speech rate (regardless of condition) and NNS 
perceived NS speech clarity (r = -.16, p=.15). There was also no significant correlation between NS 
utterance length (regardless of condition) and NNS perceived NS speech clarity (r=.03, p=.82). 

H3b hypothesized that NNS would perceive greater clarity of NS speech when their NS 
partners were given the Speech Speedometer. To test this, we conducted a 2x2 Mixed Models 
ANOVAs on NNS perceived clarity of NS speech. There was a significant main effect of Speech 
Speedometer (F [1, 38] = 4.35, p = .04; see Figure 7) but in the opposite direction than predicted. No 
significant effect of trial (F [1, 38] = 1.75, p = .19) and no interaction (F [1, 38] = 1.75, p = .19) was 
found. Contrary to H3b, participants perceived lower clarity of NS speech when NS used the 
Speech Speedometer (M=5.28, SE=.33) than when they used the control display (M=6.00, SE=.27). 
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Figure 7: Mean NNS Perceived NS Speech Clarity on a scale of 1 to 7, by presence or absence of Speech 
Speedometer for Trial 2 and Trial 3 (error bars represent standard errors of the mean). 

 
4.3.2 NNS understanding of multiparty discussion. H4a hypothesized that NS speech rate would 

be negatively associated with NNS understanding of multiparty discussion. A Pearson’s 
Correlations analysis showed no significant correlation between NS speech rate (regardless of 
condition) and NNS understanding of multiparty discussion (r = .10, p=.36), and no correlation 
between NS utterance length (regardless of condition) and NNS understanding (r=.26, p=.10).  

To test H4b that hypothesized NNS will have better understanding of multiparty discussion 
when NS were given the Speech Speedometer, we conducted Mixed Models ANOVAs on NNS 
understanding of multiparty discussion. There was no significant main effect of Speech 
Speedometer (F [1, 18] = 2.29, p = .15), no effect of trial (F [1, 18] = .91, p = .35) and no interaction 
(F [1, 18] = 1.68, p = .21). Contrary to H4b, NNS did not report significantly better understanding 
of multiparty discussion when NS were given the Speech Speedometer.  

4.3.3 NNS workload and communication effort. H5a hypothesized that NS speech rate would be 
positively associated with NNS workload and communication effort. A Pearson’s Correlations 
analysis showed no significant correlation between NS speech rate (regardless of condition) and 
NNS workload (r = -.08, p=.49), or between NS speech rate and communication effort (r = -.09, p = 
.41). There were also no significant correlations between NS utterance length (regardless of 
condition) and NNS workload (r=-.19, p=.22) or communication effort (r=.10, p=.53). 

To test H5b, which hypothesized NNS would report lower workload and communication effort 
when communicating with NS who were given the Speech Speedometer, we conducted Mixed 
Models ANOVAs on NNS workload and communication effort. For workload, there was no 
significant main effect of Speech Speedometer (F [1, 18] = .40, p = .54), no effect of trial (F [1, 18] = 
.07, p = .79) and no interaction (F [1, 18] = 3.65, p = .07). Similarly, for communication effort we 
found no effect of condition (F [1, 18] = .86, p = .37), trial (F [1, 18] = .09, p = .77) or interaction (F 
[1, 18] = .09, p = .77). Contrary to H5b, NNS did not report significantly lower workload or 
communication effort when communicating with NS who were given the Speech Speedometer.  

4.3.4 NNS perceived NS accommodation. H6a hypothesized that NS speech rate will be negatively 
associated with NNS perceived accommodation. A Pearson’s Correlation analysis showed no 
significant correlation between NS speech rate (regardless of condition) and NNS perceived NS 
accommodation (r = -.07, p=.52). Nor was there a significant correlation between NS utterance 
length (regardless of condition) and NNS perception of NS accommodation (r=.12, p=.30) 

To test H6b, which predicted that NNS would feel more accommodated by NS who were given 
the Speech Speedometer, we conducted a 2 by 2 Mixed Models ANOVA on NNS perceived 
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accommodation from NS. There was a significant main effect of Speech Speedometer (F [1, 38] = 
6.31, p = .02) but in the opposite direction than predicted. As shown in Figure 7, NNS perceived 
significantly less accommodation from NS who were given the Speech Speedometer (M=5.32, 
SE=.29) than from NS given the control display (M=6.02, SE=.48). There was also a significant 
main effect of trial (F [1, 38] = 4.22, p = .05) suggesting that NNS perceived significantly less 
accommodation from NS in the second trial where the Speech Speedometer or its equivalent 
display was present (M=5.50, SE=.24) than in the third trial where it was removed (M=5.86, 
SE=.22). No interaction (F [1, 38] = .11, p = .74) was found. 

 

Figure 8: Mean NNS perceived NS Accommodation on a scale of 1 to 7, by presence or absence of Speech 
Speedometer for Trial 2 and Trial 3 (error bars represent standard errors of the mean). 

4.4  Insights from Interviews  

All the interviews with NS were conducted in English, and were audio recorded and transcribed 
by the first author. All the interviews with NNS were conducted in Japanese, and were audio 
recorded and transcribed by the second author who is a native Japanese speaker. All the Japanese 
transcripts were translated into English by professional translators. Using an inductive and 
interpretive approach [24], we initially generated themes from the quotes, then identified high-
level themes and relationships between the themes. We then went through an iterative process of 
generating and merging themes to refine the codes. Several interesting themes emerged from this 
analysis.  

4.4.1 Interviews with NS who were given the Speech Speedometer. NS who were given the Speech 
Speedometer reflected on: whether and how exposure to the Speech Speedometer increased their 
awareness of the NNS partner’s need for slowing down, whether and how NS used it to actually 
slow their speech, difficulties they experienced using the Speech Speedometer to slow their 
speech, and how they ended up modulating their speech in other ways.  

The first theme that ran through interviews with all NS concerned their awareness of the 
need to slow down. Most NS who were given the Speech Speedometer clearly expressed that 
they knew slower speech would have been beneficial for NNS. 

You want to make sure that what you say is understood by both NS and NNS. And 
I think by adjusting one’s speed, NNS can digest what you’re saying more easily. – 
2A 

I think trying to keep the recommended low speed is better. I didn't really succeed 
to get down to smaller (slower). For her (NNS) it would have been helpful. I think 
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it’s helpful for anybody when it’s not their first language. Not as a reflection on 
their ability. Her English was quite good but I think it’s helpful and respectful. – 3A 

The thing that I learnt was, if I can speak at an appropriate speed maybe the 
vocabulary is not as important. I didn't want to use baby language. because I’m 
speaking about a very difficult topic and I can’t dumb it down. I need my 
vocabulary to get some of this information out. – 1A 

Some NS indicated that they continued trying to slow down their speech even after the display 
was removed.   

The last (trial) I still tried to slow down. I was kind of imagining that graph. It was 
interesting how much I thought about the bars. – 1A  

(In Trial 3), I was trying to slow down my speed or judge how fast I was speaking 
all the time. I wish there was a bar or something. – 9A  

The second theme concerned whether and how NS used the Speech Speedometer to 
successfully slow their speech.  

Some found the Speech Speedometer effective in monitoring or adjusting their speech rate: 

The bar (Speedometer) controlled me. If you told me to speak slowly. I wouldn't 
know how slow to speak… or how slowly I am talking. For 20 years teaching 
English I thought just slowing down my speech is slow, but (no) this is slow. – 1A 

It’s like driving a car and you noticed you’re speeding, well let’s back off the gas 
paddle a little bit. It’s helpful when you know the speed of your speech pattern. – 
2B 

However, despite feeling more motivated to slow down in the Speech Speedometer condition, 
most NS reported difficulties of slowing their speech to the Speedometer. 

Some difficulties derived from the infrequent update of the Speech Speedometer.  

It felt like if I slow down, the bar didn't respond immediately. It didn't feel like it 
was responding very quickly to my changes. If it could respond faster it would 
probably be more effective. – 4B 

It would be better it would to be able to show a faster change in speech rate. So 
that the person can see “I’m beginning to speak faster before I hit the red, lets slow 
down”. – 6A 

Some NS admitted that it’s difficult to slow down when NS dominate the conversation.  

We (2NS) tend to speed each other up… It’s kind of easy for us to pingpong off of 
one another where we were speeding up, according to the bar. If we (2NS) were 
doing most of the talking to one another, it’s very easy for us to fall into that 
rhythm, and maybe forget that there’s a third person listening. – 4B  

Additionally, several NS mentioned that it was mentally taxing and distracting to focus on 
speed of talking: 

It felt really uncomfortable to try to maintain that speed, to keep within the green… 
I felt labored. – 6A  
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The effort in speaking that slowly would eventually become so distracting that… I 
would be slowing down to the point that start losing track of…maybe the same way 
you speak too quickly that you get lost in the speech, you can also get lost in 
slowness… It’s like a mental exertion in slowing the ideas coming down. – 4B  

Others also noted that the speed suggested by the Speedometer was not appropriate: 

Even the average speed of 140 could seem a bit misleading because you can say 
something quickly, especially expressions that people know…I could be wrong but I 
felt like my self-regulation was doing a better job than the Speedometer. – 9B  

I felt quite patronizing to consciously try to speak (that slow to) make it green. – 3B  

As a result, some gave up trying to lower their speed, 

(I tried to keep within the green) at first. But then I realized every time I spoke it 
would just gonna be in the red so I just stopped caring. – 6B  

While NS in the Speech Speedometer condition were generally motivated to slow down their 
speech, a few NS were not motivated to slow down. These NS seemed to ignore the Speech 
Speedometer and trust their own judgment of the NNS language ability rather than what the 
Speech Speedometer suggested. 

I just felt like she could understand, no matter how fast I was talking. So I didn't 
feel the need to adjust. I feel like I’m pretty good at judging their English level so if 
I need to slow down then I will –  6B  

On the speed factor, with NNS that you know are struggling in listening…I try to 
speak more slowly when I know the person is not as proficient. But it felt 
like…more so in the second conversation and the third one, that C (NNS) was more 
aware of what we were talking about and able to at least gloss what we were 
saying. That awareness probably had us less concerned about slowing down. – 4B 

The last theme concerned how NS ended up adding more pauses as a way to slow down and 
how they justified their adjustment:  

You can say something quickly, especially expressions that people know, and then 
you pause to let what you just said sink in. Because it’s not the speed of the… it 
takes time to think about what was said and (that would make them) miss ongoing 
conversation. – 5B 

I made a lot of pauses, because I’m thinking just how is the simplest way to explain 
to him (NNS) what I am thinking rather than what’s my first reaction. – 9B 

Longer pauses were also used by NS to allow NNS partners to enter the conversation. 

If I continue for 30 or 60 seconds with just a pause to inhale, when do you speak? 
You have an opportunity to interrupt if I pause more frequently. That’s why he 
(NNS) could pull in. –1A  

But just that B(NS) and I were working on a faster level, that split second (of pause) 
is a big difference because when she (NNS) wants to chime in…it was one second 
ago, and B and I are already talking about the next. We are half a sentence further. 
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She might have something very pertinent and insightful and knowledgeable, related 
to what we were talking about but realized her chance has passed. –4A  

4.4.2 Interviews with NNS. Interviews with NNS reveal several themes surrounding NNS 
perception of changes in NS speech rate, clarity, accommodation and attitude across trials, and 
how those changes influenced NNS own behavior and attitude in the communication. 

Regarding the perception of NS speaking speed, 7 out of 10 NNS in the Speech Speedometer 
condition felt their NS partners spoke slower in Trial 2 and 3 than in Trial 1 (the warm up trial).  

The 1st time B was (spoke) very fast. From the 2nd time B listened to other’s 
opinions and waited a lot. – 3C (Speedometer) 

It might be due to the theme (topic), but I felt like B spoke a little more slowly and 
it was easier to understand in the 2nd and 3rd times. –9C 

I feel like A spoke slower the 2nd time. The final time was the slowest. It was slow 
and easy to listen to. – 1C  

Whereas in the control condition, 5 out of 10 felt the conversation went faster and faster. 

The 1st time in particular they spoke very slowly. The 2nd and 3rd times they spoke 
a little more quickly. And the vocabulary became difficult. For the 1st time, we all 
didn't know each other, so we spoke slowly while observing the situation. For the 
2nd time, they probably thought I understood, so they spoke a little faster. In 
particular for the last one, it took everything just to keep up and I couldn't speak. –
14C (control) 

The more we got used to it, the intimacy increased, and I feel like the speed 
increased. –16C (control) 

With respect to the perception of NS speech clarity and accommodation, several of them 
reported feeling that NS “spoke in a way that was easier” for them to understand in Trial 2 and 3 
than in Trial 1. NNS reported higher clarity and accommodation when NS used verbal 
accommodation techniques such as using simpler words or providing examples for NNS. 

After the first time, A gave examples to make things easier for me to understand. A 
used simple words and spoke slowly. They may have thought I didn't speak much 
during the first time. – 10C 

However, accommodation without explicit verbal indication (i.e. simply trying to slowdown to 
match the speed of the speedometer) was rather unnoticed by NNS. Or even if some of them did 
notice the change in their ease of understanding and following the conversation, they did not 
attribute it to NS deliberate effort to accommodate for them. 

(after the 1st trial) listening was easier. I could clearly take it what the other person 
was saying. Perhaps because it took them time to think, too. The 2nd (trial) in 
particular was easy to understand. –9C (Speedometer) 

There were short breaks (pauses) which I took advantage of. I felt that they were 
talking slowly while thinking. I didn't feel like it was intentional. –5C 
(Speedometer) 
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In fact, several NNS noted that they sensed “something was going on” (when the Speedometer 
was displayed) that made NS “hold back their speech”, which made their argument incomplete and 
confusing for NNS. It also made NNS feel their NS partner lost interest in the discussion. 

For the 2nd time I felt at one point that something wasn't quite right. They (NS) 
talked less and were holding back their opinions… In the discussion, the options C 
and D were quickly eliminated, but they didn’t explain why. – 3C (Speedometer) 

In the second discussion, I felt that something was going on for B. He wasn’t paying 
attention. He lost passion. There was an increase of pointless conversation. – 7C 
(Speedometer) 

These subtle changes in NS speech behavior, particularly their pausing behavior, increased 
the ease of speaking up for NNS. Half of NNS in the Speedometer condition felt it was “easier to 
talk” in the 2nd trial. They felt NS waited more for them and held back their own speech to give 
them chance to speak.  

If they're just talking constantly it's difficult to jump in. I was happy they waited 
and listened and that made it easy to join. Midway, I felt that B really would have 
been talking, and that B held back in order to give me the chance to speak. –3C 

The second time A let me speak a lot. A was being mindful, like A was holding 
back, listening intently to the other person's opinion and was trying to wait…the 
2nd (trial) was the most enjoyable, that's where I could say the most of what I 
wanted to say. –4C 

However, this floor offering behavior of NS also made some NNS feel stressful because they felt 
they were put on spot and they didn’t want to keep NS waiting while they formulate their 
thoughts in English. 

Having them ask my opinion made it easy to talk. However, I felt stress as they 
waited for me, I felt pressure. –3C 

It was easy to jump in, but I felt pressure as I couldn't say anything important. –8C 

The 1st time I didn't speak at all. It was easier to talk the 2nd time… (but) I didn't 
speak up soon, (I) rather tried to refine my thoughts internally. But then I couldn't 
express my refined thoughts in English as I would have liked. –9C 

5  DISCUSSION  

Overall, our statistical analysis suggests that despite feeling more motivated to slow, NS provided 
with our Speech Speedometer did not successfully slow down their speech, although they did 
produce shorter utterances. However, it cost them more communication effort when they were 
given the Speech Speedometer. Contrary to our hypotheses, NNS perceived lower clarity of NS 
speech and reported lower perceived accommodation from NS when NS were given the Speech 
Speedometer. In the rest of this section, we draw on the literature and participants’ reflections to 
interpret the findings. 

5.1 Effects of Speech Speedometer on NS 

The increase in NS motivation to slow when given the Speech Speedometer provides evidence 
that the design of the system was at least partially successful in achieving its goal of increasing NS 
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awareness of their speech rate. The interviews further suggest that most NS became mindful of 
their speech patterns and of the need to accommodate NNS. They continued to make effort to try 
to accommodate NNS partners even after the Speech Speedometer was removed. 

There are several reasons why the motivation to slow down might not have translated into an 
actual drop in speech rate. Apart from the difficulties in getting feedback from the Speech 
Speedometer, which we will discuss further in design implications, NS suggested they had 
difficulty learning exactly how to moderate their speech to achieve the goal of slower speech rate. 
This is perhaps not surprising given that NS speech production is generally outside conscious 
attention (e.g., [45]). As several of the NS noted, a conscious focus on slowing down was mentally 
taxing and disruptive to other dimensions of their communication. Some NS appear to have 
focused on more frequent pausing, which could be easier than deliberate slowing of speech. These 
observations suggest that the Speech Speedometer may have only succeeded at enabling NS to 
monitor and attend to their speech rate pattern. Evaluative as it was, it still lacked the tutorial 
instructions as to what specific action is needed (e.g. lengthening vowels [51]) in order to achieve 
the recommended speech rate. This highlights the need for additional scaffolding to help NS 
understand how to realize their accommodation goals.  

5.2 Effects of Speech Speedometer on NNS 

In the interviews, NNS gave positive reflections on their communication experience in sessions 
where Speech Speedometer was given to NS and then removed. They found the conversation was 
easier to follow and that they could speak up more easily in between NS turns. This suggests that 
NNS did perceive the changes such as pausing, in NS speech behavior. However, some NNS did 
not interpret those changes as intentional or deliberately made for them.  

On the quantitative side, NNS perceived lower clarity as well as lower accommodation when 
NS were given the Speech Speedometer. It’s worth noting that despite the significant differences, 
perceived NS accommodation for the Speech Speedometer condition was about 5 on a 7 point 
scale, suggesting NNS still felt a fair amount of adjustment. That said, these findings are 
counterintuitive and inconsistent with literature on the effect of pauses on perceptual judgments 
of speech clarity [5]. Drawing on NS and NNS reflections in the interviews, we have a better 
understanding of what may have happened when NS were given the Speedometer. We suspect 
that the difficulties NS experienced moderating their speech might offer one possible explanation 
why NNS perceived lower clarity of NS speech. NS reported that trying to adjust to the 
Speedometer caused them to “lose track of the thought process”. When the NS lost track of 
thought while proposing their argument, the incomplete line of argument may have created 
confusion for NNS. As one NNS noted, she couldn’t understand why certain options were 
eliminated because the NS “was caught in something” and failed to give an explanation. 
Additionally, when making these sporadic attempts to respond to the Speedometer, NS sounded to 
NNS as if they were “holding back”. Some NNS interpreted this behavior as NS losing interest in 
the discussion. This perception might explain why NNS perceived NS as less accommodating. 
Also, when attending to the Speedometer, NS might have seemed distracted to NNS. As some of 
them noted, they sensed that “something was going on” for the NS that “kept them from focusing 
on the task”. These observations highlight the need for communicating NS effort of 
accommodation to NNS.  
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6  DESIGN IMPLICATIONS  

In this section, we first discuss how the results from the current study can be directly used to 
design a better and smarter Speech Speedometer. Designing tools to help NS moderate their 
speech rate is only a small step towards a holistic approach to address communication issues in 
multilingual collaboration. We therefore draw on our findings to further suggest several ways that 
technology may facilitate multilingual collaboration between NS and NNS by implementing 
speech accommodation training, and enabling a meta-communication channel to align 
accommodation efforts and needs between NS and NNS.  

6.1 A Better Real-Time Feedback System that Balances Frequency of Updates 

To reach a balance between too frequent and too few updates, frequency rules can be applied on 
top of the determined silence threshold. For instance, if 0.5s threshold is used, the system could 
average a bunch of speech rates for adjacent utterances within a few seconds to generate one 
update for that duration. If 1.2s is used, the system could force to generate updates every few 
seconds for already transcribed utterances if the speaker continues to talk nonstop. In retrospect, 
we may also have set the parameter of “acceptable” speech rate too slow, which was too difficult 
for NS to achieve in conversation. Setting a wider range of acceptable speech rates might be easier 
for NS to achieve and make them feel more rewarded and motivated to try, as the likelihood to get 
positive feedback is higher. Additionally, with regard to the issue reported by some NS, that 
constantly focusing on speech rate could disrupt their thought process, a peripheral display of the 
Speedometer or even an alarm display that appears only when the NS speech rate exceeds the 
threshold can be used instead. 

6.2  A Smarter Speech Speedometer Using NLP 

Findings from both the current study and previous studies [11][57] have suggested that the cost 
and benefit of slower speech rate interacts with various factors, among them vocabulary difficulty 
(see quotes from Participant 9B for example) and frequency, syntax complexity etc. With 
advancements in natural language processing, we may be able to incorporate lexical frequency 
and syntax difficulty into a smarter Speech Speedometer that would automatically raise speech 
rate thresholds for difficult or less frequent words and phrases such as idioms and slang that a 
NNS would likely to be unfamiliar with, and lower the thresholds for common usage that wouldn't 
take NNS much mental resources to process. A smarter Speech Speedometer might also update 
speech rate targets regularly, even within a sentence, by detecting semantic completion rather 
than relying on acoustic silence. This way, the speedometer could help NS monitor and modify 
their speech rates in near real-time. 

6.3  Scaffolding NS Accommodation 

NS in our study had significant difficulty slowing their speech based on the Speech Speedometer, 
despite being aware of and motivated to work towards the goal. Besides improving the current 
system, we suggest that tools will need to provide additional scaffolding to help NS achieve their 
behavioral goals, such that their motivation can transform into actual behavior change [8][16]. For 
example, speech speed goals might be set by individual NS collaboratively with the system, so as 
to be challenging but realistically achievable. Alternatively, the goals might be introduced 
gradually, in small increments, so that the NS get immediate positive feedback. This would require 
less mental effort to achieve a phasic goal and NS might feel rewarded to move onto the next 
phase. This way, NS might not feel so discouraged by their poor performance at achieving an 
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ultimate speech rate goal as to give up trying immediately. Additionally, we might create tools 
along the lines of [62] that allow NS to practice speech accommodation outside conversational 
contexts.  
 

6.4  Creating a Channel for Two-way Communication of NS Accommodation 
Effort and NNS Needs 

Although NNS in our study generally perceived changes in NS speech behavior, some did not 
interpret those behavior changes as deliberately made for them. In other words, some NNS were 
not aware of that their NS partners made the effort to accommodate. On the other hand, some NS 
(e.g. Participant 6B) did not think accommodation was necessary for their NNS partner. They 
trusted their own judgement more than what the tool advised them to do, which was unwise as 
interviews with their individual NNS partners suggest they still needed NS to speak slower for 
them. These misinterpretations and misjudgments of both parties suggest a need for 
communication of NS accommodation effort to NNS and that of NNS specific needs to NS. Eye-
tracking technology might be applied to measuring how much NS is attending to the Speedometer 
which is then presented to NNS using visual summary to indicate their accommodation effort. 
Advance speech analysis such as pause count, word difficulty analysis can be combined with eye-
tracking to calculate a measure for NS accommodation effort for NNS to see. Alternatively, we 
suppose that enabling NNS to give feedback on NS speech rate regularly (e.g. approving the speed 
or showing appreciation) may not only allow NNS to see NS effort (or lack thereof), but also align 
the amount of accommodation with NNS needs. Matching speech adjustments to the needs of 
individual NNS and even the moment by moment needs of theirs would be ideal, but likely beyond 
the abilities of most NS. Also, previous research suggests that many NNS prefer not to be explicit 
about their needs for help, due to face concerns [10][13][46]. An alternative strategy might be to 
automatically slow speech and insert pauses when NS are talking, and combining this with other 
tools that can create the necessary gaps in the conversation for this process to occur (e.g., [69]). 
Another alternative could be to give NNS the options and control of the types of interventions at 
their disposal or through an agency. For instance, if NNS needed NS to slow down, they could do 
so with a click, and it either automatically slows down through silence gaps insertion, or signals 
NS to slow down by use of the Speedometer, or through the facilitation of a bot (e.g. [13]). In this 
way, NNS actual need for accommodation can be addressed without their face being threatened.  

7 LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK  

The findings of the current study need to be interpreted with several limitations in mind. We 
discuss the limitations with respect to our design decisions, choice of task, and the 
representativeness of our sample. These limitations also lay out directions for future work to 
explore. 

First, how often the Speech Speedometer gave feedback was largely dependent on NS pausing 
style. NS who tend to make more long pauses will get more frequent update on their speaking 
speed. The Speech Speedometer apparently was insensitive to the within-utterance adjustments as 
to be effective. As we have mentioned earlier in this paper, the frequency of speech rate update 
was a trade-off between frequency and meaningfulness. To avoid too frequent updates that caused 
NS confusion and distraction in pilot testing, we deliberately adjusted the silence threshold from 
0.5s to 1.2s such that it generates feedback only when it detects 1.2s or longer no-talk. By doing 
this, we also intended for our speech rate measure to account for intra-utterance pauses. This 
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design decision ended up biasing those who naturally make more long pauses to receiving more 
frequent feedback on their speech rate.  

Second, we deliberately chose the task to simulate real-world international collaboration, 
where NS tend to talk at their natural speed and be so immersed in the discussion as to forget to 
slow for NNS. While we achieved the goal of getting NS to speak fast using the task, it was also 
hard for them to slow down talking about those hot issues, even with the tool provided. Future 
research may adopt other types of task to investigate how characteristics of task affect the ease of 
slowing down. One example could be an instruction giving task where the goal of information 
transmission takes priority over expression of personal opinions.  

Finally, being conducted in Japan, this study used an unrepresentative sample of NS 
participants, most of whom have lived in Japan for a long time and are used to talking to NNS. 
They may have had a greater tendency than most NS to accommodate for NNS. Being a NNS (of 
Japanese) themselves living in a foreign country, they may have more empathy for NNS of English 
than an average NS. That said, even this supposedly accommodating population failed to slow 
their speech to the extent that an intermediate level NNS would benefit significantly. This 
suggests the complexity and difficulty of designing tools that can trigger immediate changes in 
speaking behavior without additional scaffolds. This limitation also leaves room for future 
endeavors to explore how an average NS living in their native country would react to the 
evaluative speech rate feedback implemented for remote global videoconferencing.  
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